OMT RTLS
Technology of the
th
4 Industrial Revolution
At OMT we have designed a platform for real-time
localization and industrial grade wireless communication
that uses ultra wide band (UWB) wireless technology.
OMT RTLS is a unique design of this platform specifically
for industrial tracking, data acquisition and controlling
applications.

How does it work?
OMT RTLS can provide real time position information of small battery powered radio
transmitters, called tag. The tag's position is calculated from high precision time of flight
measurement of UWB radio signals. This measurement is done by the OMT RTLS Wall
Units, from which you will need atleast four in an area. You will also need a OMT RTLS
Central Unit, that is capable of powering and managing up to eight Wall Units.
Measurement data is then sent to OMT's IoT backend that calculates the position
information. This information is then accessible by a standard HTTP interface.
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Central Unit
The central unit is the hearth of OMT RTLS. It has wired connections up to
8 wall units. Together they make up one RTLS zone, that enables accurate
positioning of hundreds of tags in a 2000 - 3000 m2 area.
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Wall Unit
Wall units are the anchors of the OMT RTLS system. Atleast four of them
requires to be mounted on the edge of each RTLS zone at a fixed position.
These wall units also work as distributed antenna system providing unmatched
reliability for wireless communications.
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OMT RTLS unique design enables to track hundreds of low cost battery
powered tags in real time.
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